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Science helps us to make live better around the world and is crucial to our continued survival.

“Not only is the Universe stranger than we think, it is stranger than we can think.”

What are the energy stores and energy transfers?
What is meant by the terms ‘Work’ and ‘Power’?

How do we calculate the energy in different stores?

P1 - Conservation and Dissipation of Energy

Analysing 
progress

What are the main ways that heating can occur?
How much heat energy is stored in different substances?
How can we use this knowledge to make efficient design?

What are the different ways that we can harness energy?
What is the impact of using different natural resources?

How can we ensure a secure future of energy use?

P3 - Energy Resources

Reading Observing Speaking and Listening Writing

Analysing 
progress

Analysing 
progress



Calculations in GCSE Physics

Question 1
A car is travels a distance of 500m in 40 seconds. Calculate the speed of 
the car. Give the units.

Step 1: What information do I have and what have I been asked to 
calculate?

distance = 500m time = 40s speed = ?

Step 2: Check that the values are in standard units.

Step 3: Identify a formula that includes only information I have and the 
value I have been asked to calculate.

speed = distance / time

Step 4: Substitute the values into the formula.

speed = 500/40

Step 5: If the unknown is on the left hand side, calculate the answer, 
adding the units if needed.

speed = 12.5 m/s

Question 2
A heater uses 7500J of energy to heat 2.5kg of an unknown liquid from 20°C to 
50°C. Calculate the Specific Heat Capacity of the unknown liquid. Give the units

Steps 1-4: These are the same as in question 1.

Energy = 7500J mass = 2.5kg temp. change = 50-20 = 30°C

specific heat capacity = ? (we will use the letter c)

Energy = mass x specific heat capacity x temp. change

7500 = 2.5 x c x 30

Step 5: If the unknown is not on the left hand side, you must simplify the equation 
and then rearrange to find the unknown value.

7500 = 75c

c = 7500/75

Step 6: Now you can calculate the answer, adding the units if needed.

c = 100 J/kg°C

Calculations will be worth up to 30% of your Physics grade, so it is important that you gain the maximum marks available in these questions. 
Following the steps below, and showing your working, will help you to gain as many marks as you can in these questions.
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Energy 
stores  

and 
transfer

s

System An object or group of objects that interact together EG: Kettle boiling water.

Energy stores
Kinetic, chemical,  internal (thermal), gravitational 
potential, elastic potential, magnetic, electrostatic, 

nuclear 

Energy is gained or lost from the 
object or device.

Ways to transfer 
energy

Light, sound, electricity, thermal, kinetic are ways to 
transfer from one store to another store of energy.

EG: electrical energy transfers 
chemical energy into thermal energy 
to heat water up.

Unit Joules (J)

Efficiency = Useful output energy 
transfer

Total input energy transfer 

Efficiency = Useful power output
Total power input

HIGHER: efficiency can be 
increased using machines.

Prefix Multiple
Standard 

form

Kilo 1000 103

Mega 1000 000 106

Giga 100 000 000 109

Units

Work done Joules (J)

Force Newton (N)

Distance moved Metre (m)

Power Watts (W)

Time Seconds (s)

Kinetic 
energy

Energy stored by 
a moving object

½ X mass X (speed)2

½ mv2

Elastic 
Potential 
energy

Energy stored in a 
stretched spring, 

elastic band

½ X spring constant X (extension)2

½ ke2

(Assuming the limit of proportionality has not been 
exceeded)

Gravitationa
l Potential 

energy

Energy gained by 
an object raised 

above the ground

Mass X gravitational field strength X height
mgh 

Dissipate

To scatter in 
all directions 

or to use 
wastefully

When energy is ‘wasted’, it 
dissipates into the 

surroundings as internal 
(thermal) energy.

Work

Doing work 
transfers energy 
from one store to 

another

By applying a force to 
move an object the 

energy store is changed.

Work done = Force X 
distance moved

W = Fs 

Powe
r

The rate of 
energy transfer 

1 Joule of energy per 
second = 1 watt of 

power

Power = energy transfer ÷
time  

P = E ÷ t 
Power = work done ÷ time,

P = W ÷ t 
En

e
rg

y 
p

at
h

w
ay

sMechanical Force acts upon an object

Electrical Electric current flow

Heat Temperature  difference between objects

Radiation Electromagnetic waves or sound

Efficiency 
How much energy is 
usefully transferred

Principle of 
conservation 

of energy 

The amount of 
energy always 

stays the same.  

Energy cannot be 
created or destroyed, 
only changed from one 
store to another.

Units

Energy (KE, EPE, GPE, 
thermal)

Joules (J)

Velocity Metres per second (m/s)

Spring constant Newton per metre (N/m)

Extension Metres (m)

Mass Kilogram (Kg)

Gravitational field strength Newton per kilogram (N/Kg)

Height Metres (m)

Reducing friction - using wheels, applying 
lubrication. Reducing air resistance –

travelling slowly, streamlining.  

Frictional forces cause 
energy to be transferred as 

thermal energy.  This is 
wasted. 

HIGHER: When an 
object is moved, 

energy is transferred 
by doing work.

Closed 
system

No change in 
total energy in 

system

Open 
system

Energy can 
dissipate

Usefu
l 

energ
y

Energy 
transferred and 

used

Wast
ed 

energ
y

Dissipated 
energy, stored 

less usefully

Work done = Force X 
distance moved 

Ways to 
reduce  

‘wasted’ 
energy

Energy 
transferred 

usefully

Insulation, 
streamline design, 
lubrication of 
moving parts.
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Cavity 
walls

An air gap reduces the 
amount of energy 

transfer by conduction

In buildings the lower 
the thermal 

conductivity the 
slower the rate of 
energy transfer.

Building insulation 
reduces heat loss by 

conduction, 
convection and 

radiation.

Thick walls
Thick walls have a slow 
rate of energy transfer

Loft 
insulation

Trapped air reduces heat 
loss by conduction & 

convection  through the 
roof.

Radiator 
foil

Foil reflects the heat 
from the radiators back 

into the room.

AQA P2 
Energy 

Transfer by 
Heating
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Specific 
Heat 

Capacity

Units

Specific Heat Capacity
Joules per Kilogram degree 

Celsius (J/Kg°C)

Temperature change Degrees Celsius ( °C)

Dissipate

To scatter in 
all directions 

or to use 
wastefully

When energy is ‘wasted’, it 
dissipates into the 

surroundings as internal 
(thermal) energy.

Change in thermal energy = mass X specific heat capacity X temperature change ∆E= m X c X ∆θ

Specific 
Heat 

Capacity

Energy needed to 
raise 1kg of 

substance by 1°C

Depends on: mass of substance, 
what the substance is and energy 
put into the system.

Ways to 
reduce  

heat loss 
from 

homes

Prevent 
thermal 

energy from 
dissipating 

into the 
surroundings

Physics 
Only

Infrared

For a body to be at constant 
temperature, the amount 

absorbed = amount radiated.

HT: Temperature of 
Earth is controlled by 
the amount absorbed 

= amount radiated.

More 
absorbed, 

temperatur
e increases.

Core Practical 

Investigate surface s 
affecting thermal energy 
radiation or absorption

Different surfaces, 
temperature at start and 

end, thermal energy gained 
or last

Conduction

Thermal conductivity 

How well a material conducts heat energy

Metals have high thermal conductivity.

Conduction Mainly in solids

Energy is transferred into the objects 
KE stores of the particles.

Energy  is transferred by 
heating in 3 ways

When heated, energy is 
transferred into the thermal 

energy store and the 
temperature increases

Radiation
Travel through 

a vacuum 

Energy is carried by infra-red 
waves.

Black matt 
surfaces

Good absorbers 
and emitters

Light, shiny 
surfaces

Poor absorbers 
and emitters

Black Body A perfect emitter and absorber

Objects that absorb all the radiation that falls on them. 
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AQA
P3 Energy 
Resources

Non-renewable 
energy resource

These will run out.  It is a 
finite reserve.  It cannot be 

replenished.

e.g. Fossil fuels (coal, oil 
and gas) and nuclear 
fuels.

Renewable 
energy resource

These will never run out.  It is 
an infinite reserve.  It can be 

replenished.

e.g. Solar, Tides, Waves, 
Wind, Geothermal, 
Biomass,  Hydroelectric 

Power station – NB: You need to understand the principle behind generating electricity. An 
energy resource is burnt to make steam to drive a turbine which drives the generator. 

National 
Grid

Global 
Energy 

Resources

Energy resource How it works Uses Positive Negative

Fossil Fuels
(coal, oil and gas)

Burnt to release thermal 
energy used to turn water into 

steam to turn turbines

Generating electricity, 
heating and transport 

Provides most of the UK energy. Large 
reserves. Cheap to extract. Used in 

transport, heating and making 
electricity. Easy to transport.

Non-renewable. Burning coal and oil releases sulfur dioxide. When mixed with 
rain makes acid rain.  Acid rain damages building and kills plants. Burning fossil 

fuels releases carbon dioxide which contributes to global warming. Serious  
environmental damage if oil spilt. 

Nuclear Nuclear fission process Generating electricity
No  greenhouse gases produced. Lots of 

energy produced from small amounts 
of fuel.

Non-renewable. Dangers of radioactive materials being released into air or 
water. Nuclear sites need high levels of security. Start up costs and 

decommission costs very expensive. Toxic waste needs careful storing.

Biofuel
Plant matter burnt to release 

thermal energy
Transport and generating 

electricity

Renewable. As plants grow, they 
remove carbon dioxide.  They are 

‘carbon neutral’.

Large areas of land needed to grow fuel crops. Habitats destroyed and food not 
grown. Emits carbon dioxide when burnt  thus adding to greenhouse gases and 

global warming.

Tides 
Every day tides rise and fall, so 

generation of electricity can 
be predicted

Generating electricity
Renewable. Predictable due to 

consistency of tides.  No greenhouse 
gases produced.

Expensive to set up. A dam like structure is built across an estuary, altering 
habitats and causing problems for ships and boats.

Waves 
Up and down motion turns 

turbines
Generating electricity Renewable. No waste products.

Can be unreliable depends on wave output as large waves can stop the pistons 
working.

Hydroelectric Falling water spins a turbine Generating electricity Renewable. No waste products. Habitats destroyed when dam is built. 

Wind
Movement causes turbine to 
spin which turns a generator

Generating electricity Renewable. No waste products.
Unreliable – wind varies. Visual and noise pollution. Dangerous to migrating 

birds.

Solar
Directly heats objects in solar 
panels or sunlight captured in 

photovoltaic cells 

Generating electricity
and some heating 

Renewable. No waste products. Making and installing solar panels expensive. Unreliable due to light intensity.

Hot rocks under the ground 
Generating electricity Renewable. Clean.  No greenhouse Limited to a small number of countries.  Geothermal power stations can  cause 

Transport
Petrol, diesel, kerosene 

produced from oil
Used in cars, trains and 

planes.

Heating Gas and electricity Used in buildings.

Electricity Most generated by fossil fuels
Used to power most 

devices.

Using fuels

Energy 
resources

Power 
station

Generates 
electricity

Fuel burnt 
releasing 

thermal energy

Water boils 
into steam

Steam turns 
turbine

Turbine turns 
generator

Generator 
induces 
voltage

National 
Grid

Transports 
electricity across 

UK
Power station

Step-up 
transformer 

Pylons 
Step-down 

transformer 
House, 
factory

Energy demand is 
increasing as 

population increases.

Fossil fuel 
reserves are 
running out. 
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Science Assessment Command Words

Low Demand Medium Demand High Demand

Command Meaning Command Meaning Command Meaning

Choose Select from a listed range of alternatives. Balance Balance a chemical equation. Compare
Describe the similarities and/or 
differences between things. You must 
write about more than one thing.

Define Specify the meaning of something. Calculate
Use numbers given in the question to work 
out an answer, usually involving 
multiplication or division.

Design
Set out how something will be done., 
usually in relation to a scientific 
investigation.

Give/ Write/ 
State

Give a short answer recalling facts. Describe
Recall facts, events, or processes in a 
structured way.

Estimate
Assign an approximate value based on real 
world experience or other evidence.

Identify
Name or characterise something specific in a 
question.

Determine
Use the data or information given in the 
question to obtain an answer.

Evaluate
Use information supplied as well as your 
own knowledge to explain a judgement.

Label
Add information to a diagram by naming 
what is there.

Draw Produce or add to a diagram. Explain
Make something clear, stating the reasons 
for the way something happens.

Name
Give a one or two word answer recalling 
facts.

Plan
Write a method for a scientific 
investigation.

Justify
Use evidence from the information 
supplied to support an answer.

Measure Find an item of data for a quantity. Plot Add data onto a graph. Predict
Give a plausible outcome based on real 
world experience or other evidence.

Show
Provide structured evidence in order to 
reach a conclusion.

Sketch
Draw approximately, often in reference to 
identifying patterns through graphical 
means.

Use
Base your answer on information given 
elsewhere in the question. You must show 
you have done this to get any marks

Suggest
Apply your knowledge and understanding 
of a topic to a new and unfamiliar 
situation.
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Grade  2/3 Grade  4/5 Grade  6/7 Grade  8/9

AO1

Recall and 
understand 
appropriate 
knowledge

Remember some basic facts.

Use a few key words.

Realise simple or obvious 
effects of science on society.

Remember a wide range of basic
facts.

Use a few key words for any topic
studied.

Understand scientific discoveries 
have risks and benefits.

Remember key facts about most areas 
of Science.

They usually use appropriate 
terminology in answers (key words 
and phrases)

They can see the relationships 
between scientific advances, their 
ethical implications and the benefits 
and risks associated with them.

Remember key and detailed facts of 
any area within Science.

They always use appropriate 
terminology in answers (key words and 
phrases)

They can explain the relationships 
between scientific advances, their 
ethical implications and the benefits 
and risks associated with them.

AO2

Apply 
appropriate 
knowledge

They can occasionally apply 
knowledge effectively in a range
of contexts. 

They can occasionally use 
theories to make simple
explanations of events.

They can occasionally use data 
to support evidence.

They usually apply knowledge 
effectively in a range of contexts.

They can usually use theories to 
make simple explanations of 
events.

They can sometimes use data to 
support evidence.

They usually apply knowledge 
effectively in a wide range of contexts.

They can usually use theories to make 
detailed explanations of events.

They can usually use data to support 
evidence.

They always apply knowledge 
effectively in a wide range of contexts.

They can always use theories to make 
detailed explanations of events.

They always make effective use of 
data to support evidence.
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Grade  2/3 Grade  4/5 Grade  6/7 Grade  8/9

AO3

Analyse 
& 

Evaluate 
Informati

on and 
Ideas

They evaluate basic 
information to develop simple
arguments and explanations.

They usually draw conclusions 
consistent with the available 
evidence.

They can recognise anomalous 
results and spot some causes of 
error in experimental 
procedures.

They evaluate information to 
develop arguments and 
explanations.

They consistently draw conclusions 
consistent with the available 
evidence.

They can spot some causes of error 
and uncertainty in data or 
experimental procedures.

They evaluate information 
systematically to develop arguments 
and explanations.

They usually draw detailed, evidence-
based conclusions.

They can usually spot causes of error 
and uncertainty in data or 
experimental procedures.

They evaluate information from a 
wide range of sources systematically 
to develop arguments and 
explanations.

They consistently draw detailed, 
evidence-based conclusions.

They can consistently spot causes of 
error and uncertainty in data or 
experimental procedures.

Maths 
Skills

Biology –
10%

Chemistr
y – 20%

Physics –
30%

They can usually perform basic 
calculations using a formula 
provided in the question.

They can usually draw simple 
conclusions from graphs, 
tables, and scale diagrams.

They can consistently select and 
use equations, and perform some 
multi-step calculations.

They can consistently draw simple 
conclusions from graphs, tables, 
and scale diagrams.

They can recall most equations, and 
usually rearrange equations in 
complex calculations.

They can interpret graphs, tables, and 
scale diagrams, and draw conclusions, 
consistently using scientific 
terminology.

They can consistently recall
equations, and consistently perform 
complex calculations requiring more 
than one formula.

They can interpret graphs, tables, and 
scale diagrams, and draw detailed, 
well evidenced conclusions.
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AQA - Combined Science GCSE Trilogy (8464)

The specification can be found here: http://filestore.aqa.org.uk/resources/science/specifications/AQA-8464-SP-2016.PDF

You will sit six papers in total: 2 for biology, 2 for chemistry and 2 for physics. This will gain you 2 GCSEs for Combined Science. Your two 
grades will be an average of your achievement in all the science exams, and if you are on the border between two grades you will
receive one of each grade.

Each paper is 1hr 15mins, and is worth 70 marks. Each paper is equally weighted to your final grade.

Biology Topics
Paper 1

● Cell biology 
● Organisation
● Infection and response
● Bioenergetics

Paper 2
● Homeostasis and response
● Inheritance
● Variation & evolution
● Ecology

Chemistry Topics 
Paper 1
● Atomic structure and the periodic table
● Bonding, structure & properties of matter
● Quantitative chemistry
● Chemical changes
● Energy changes

Paper 2
● The rate and extent of chemical change
● Organic chemistry
● Chemical analysis
● Chemistry of the atmosphere
● Using resources

http://filestore.aqa.org.uk/resources/science/specifications/AQA-8464-SP-2016.PDF
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AQA - Combined Science GCSE Trilogy (8464)

The specification can be found here: http://filestore.aqa.org.uk/resources/science/specifications/AQA-8464-SP-2016.PDF

You will sit six papers in total: 2 for biology, 2 for chemistry and 2 for physics. This will gain you 2 GCSEs for Combined Science. Your two 
grades will be an average of your achievement in all the science exams, and if you are on the border between two grades you will
receive one of each grade.

Each paper is 1hr 15mins, and is worth 70 marks. Each paper is equally weighted to your final grade.

Physics Topics

Paper 1
● Energy
● Electricity
● Particle model of matter
● Atomic structure. 

Paper 2
● Forces
● Waves
● Magnetism 
● Electromagnetism

http://filestore.aqa.org.uk/resources/science/specifications/AQA-8464-SP-2016.PDF
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AQA Single Sciences GCSE - Topics and Assessments 

You will sit six papers in total: 2 for biology, 2 for chemistry and 2 for physics. Each pair of papers will gain you a GCSE in that specific 
science.

GCSE Biology (8461) 
Each paper is 1hr 45mins and is worth 100 marks.
The specification can be found here: https://filestore.aqa.org.uk/resources/biology/specifications/AQA-8461-SP-2016.PDF

Paper 1 
● Cell biology 
● Organisation
● Infection and response
● Bioenergetics

Paper 2
● Homeostasis and response
● Inheritance, variation and evolution
● Ecology

GCSE Chemistry (8462) 
Each paper is 1hr 45mins and is worth 100 marks.
The specification can be found here:
https://filestore.aqa.org.uk/resources/chemistry/specifications/AQA-8462-SP-2016.PDF

Paper 1
● Atomic structure and the periodic table
● Bonding, structure & properties of matter
● Quantitative chemistry
● Chemical changes
● Energy changes

Paper 2
● The rate and extent of chemical change
● Organic chemistry
● Chemical analysis
● Chemistry of the atmosphere
● Using resources

https://filestore.aqa.org.uk/resources/biology/specifications/AQA-8461-SP-2016.PDF
https://filestore.aqa.org.uk/resources/chemistry/specifications/AQA-8462-SP-2016.PDF
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AQA Single Sciences GCSE - Topics and Assessments 

You will sit six papers in total: 2 for biology, 2 for chemistry and 2 for physics. Each pair of papers will gain you a GCSE in that specific 
science.

GCSE Physics (8463) 
Each paper is 1hr 45mins and is worth 100 marks.

The specification can be found here:
https://filestore.aqa.org.uk/resources/physics/specifications/AQA-8463-SP-2016.PDF

Paper 1
● Energy
● Electricity
● Particle model of matter
● Atomic structure

Paper 2 
● Forces
● Waves
● Magnetism 
● Electromagnetism
● Space physics

Questions in Paper 2 may draw on an 
understanding of energy changes and 
transfers due to heating, mechanical and 
electrical work and the concept of energy 
conservation from Energy and Electricity

https://filestore.aqa.org.uk/resources/physics/specifications/AQA-8463-SP-2016.PDF

